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About This Game

The definitive version of Machinarium is live!

Help Josef the robot save his girlfriend Berta kidnapped by the Black Cap Brotherhood gang! Now in full-screen with 12 new
achievements, additional languages and full controller support.

Machinarium is the award-winning independent adventure game developed by the makers of Samorost, Botanicula and
CHUCHEL.

A little robot who’s been thrown out to the scrap yard behind the city must return and confront the Black Cap Brotherhood and
save his robot-girl friend.

World: Machinarium world is populated only by robots of various forms and functions. One of the most interesting
places in this world is old, rusty and legendary city of Machinarium where the game takes place

Story: You will have to get rid of wicked robots from the Black Cap Brotherhood and save the head of the city and also
your robot-girl friend

Puzzles: You will be solving many logical puzzles, adventure quests, brain teasers and mini-games
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Graphics: Backgrounds and characters are 2D hand-drawn and there is more then one hour of carefully crafted
animations

Music: Beautiful original soundtrack was composed and recorded by Floex (Samorost2 OST)

Communication: You won't find any lengthy boring dialogs in this game, characters talk by comic bubbles with simple
animations and symbols
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Title: Machinarium
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Amanita Design
Publisher:
Amanita Design
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish
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This game is the exact opposite of fun. There is so much wrong with it that I don't even know where to begin but I will try to
atleast give a few reasons.
I knew it wouldn't be very good but I went into it really wanting to like it because I wanted to try to find a new wave shooter that
would atleast entertain me for a while. I have had more fun taking out the trash then I had playing this. The only thing I did like
was how you could mess around and try out different guns in the beginning room before you started playing levels, and several
other games have already done this and done it better.

The area that you are allowed to move around in during the levels is very small and oddly shaped. A small area is fine fore
games like Space Pirate Trainer and Blasters of The Universe because the enemies don't just charge right at you, they mostly
stay in front of you and around you so having a small movement area isn't a big deal. In this it just makes it not a lot of fun, if
you could dodge around and elude the enemies better in the area it would work a lot better.

The audio is beyond annoying. The zombie sounds just don't stop. I tried to shoot myself in the head to make it stop but it didn't
work.

Quickly switching weapons simply isn't an option.

The "smart watch" on your left wrist is actually very dumb and there really is no reason to do it that way when a pause menu
would be so much easier. Plus it doesn't pause or slow down gameplay and is so awkward to use that it is totally useless.

The angle of the guns is awkward. It just feels so wrong.

I could go on and on but the moral of the story is don't waste your time or money on this one.

. I bought this during the Steam Summer Sale 2017 and thought I was getting a great bargain at 80% off. The game looks
incredibly fun, and I was hoping to add the 100k zombies killed achievement to my profile after some time.

But after loading the game itself, it crashes every single time I try to launch it and play.

Come to find out, the Devs have abandoned it a long time ago. Yet it's still being sold to unsuspecting suckers like me :(

Stay away from this broken, abandoned game.. Great visual design and clever gameplay. I had no idea it wasn't a one-track
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narrative until I was finished with the first playthrough! Super fun, definitely a game I'll return to when I need a pick-me-up..
Short, but very entertaining visual novel. As others have already said, the music is excellent and really helps set the mood. The
endings are easy to figure out but get more complex as you near the True End. Overall a good play, and I hope to see more from
these developers in the future!. Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken
up to much to interact. I have windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that are just
for VR. Whatever the reason it doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
. So refreshing! You think about nothing than the game when you try to win, so addictive!
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Thank you for this pixel horror survival game..... Great game. A bit too heavy in Graphics for nothing, still love the Pre-dynastic
more than this.. I can highly recommend the game.
It has an excellent story ( a kind of fairytale without fairies) and a good amount of good and varied puzzles and hidden object
scenes. I enjoyed every single minute of playing Persina Nights: Sans of wonders.. I flew at Palo Airport once (for real) and
bought this add-on out of kind of romanticism. Palo Alto airport is extremely tiny. In reality it's just an aerodrome with a big
parking for small propeller planes and a short runway.

I could only make the scenery work twice. I had to install and uninstall three times to see the scenery just after purchasing it.
Afterwards, it disappeared and I never saw the scenery again, even though Steam says it's installed and FSX has it marked as top
priority in loading.

To make the long story short: this scenery is not worth its price (you can even buy a whole flight simulator for its price) and it's
not even working correctly for me. However, I cannot even be bothered to spend more time trying to fix it, get technical support
or asking for my money back. It's not worh it for such a small aerodrome.

I just wasted my money.

UPDATE: This add-on is working again after using Steam's verify integrity. However, I still think it's too expensive for just a
small aerodrome. Not even the most basic surroundings (like Stanford) are modeled. I regret the purchase, and Steam wouldn't
give my my money back because add-on times are not counted separately, but all FSX altogether. I spent 15 mins playing in the
Palo Alto area but obviously I had played FSX for hundreds of hours... so no refund was allowed.. Easier to play than Victoria
II.

10/10
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